The microscopic transport and the macroscopic flow behavior of Zr-(Co,Ni)-Al melts are systemically investigated using containerless processing techniques. A remarkable decrease of the Co, Ni self-diffusion coefficient and increase of the melt viscosity upon alloying Al, are observed. In contrast to many other metallic glass-forming liquids, the average packing fraction of the melt derived from the measured macroscopic density decreases. Our study indicates that chemical interactions of Al with transition metal atoms play an important role in slowing down liquid dynamics of metal melts, which also contribute to their improved glass-forming ability. Metallic glass-forming (MGF) melts, without directional bonding between atoms, are generally considered as a model system close to the assumption of the hard-sphere (HS) model [1] . Compared with simple metallic melts, they exhibit considerably higher packing fraction (around 0.5) [2] [3] [4] . According to mode coupling theory (MCT), their dynamics slowing down upon approaching the glass transition is due to the localization of atoms by their neighbours, and eventually freezes in at the critical temperature T c [5] . Close to T c , the liquid dynamics, like melt viscosity, scales with asymptotic scaling laws [5] :
where ϕ c is the critical packing fraction (at T c ), and γ is a critical exponent. Packing fraction plays here a decisive role in controlling the atomic dynamics of the liquid. In monoatomic HS systems, packing fraction is the only order parameter that determines dynamic behavior, whereas for the complex real systems, additional effects like size disparity and mixing ratio of particles need to be considered as well [6] . However, in spite of the multiple mixing effects for bi-or multicomponent liquids, a qualitative correlation between slow dynamics and high packing fraction is nevertheless observed for a number of MGF liquids [4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The concentration dependence of the atomic dynamics in the melt correlates with the change of its packing fraction as a function of composition in Al-Ni [7] , Zr-Ni [8] , and Zr-Cu [9] alloys, even in multicomponent Pd-and Zr-based MG systems [10, 11] . In most of these cases, the liquid packing fraction was derived by assuming a homogeneous HS-like packing with covalent radii [1] . However, some of these melts are known to exhibit pronounced chemical short-range order (CSRO) at atomic scale [8, 12] , which leads to the fact that the atomic dynamics of MGF melts cannot be simply explained by the average packing fraction without considering the local structure. For example, a strong correlation of self-diffusion coefficients and CSRO was reported in Al-Ni and Zr 64 Ni 36 systems [13, 14] . Hence, these raise an important question whether the average HS packing fraction is a suitable parameter for predicting the * Corresponding author: chenchen.yuan@dlr.de liquid dynamics, especially for metallic glass (MG) formers, in which strong interactions between the constitutes cannot be neglected.
An important feature of Al in MGs is its strong chemical interaction with the transition metal (TM) atoms, particularly, late transition metals (LTM) like Cu, Co, and Ni [15] [16] [17] . This correlates with the drastic change in the compression plasticity as function of Al content [16] , or of fracture toughness when substituted with different LTM atoms [17, 18] , via tuning of the electronic structure as observed in Zr-LTM-Al systems. However, whether and how such chemical interactions affect the properties of MGF liquids is still an open question. Therefore, we present in the following systematic studies on the liquid dynamics of ternary liquid Zr-(Co, Ni)-Al systems, aiming to find which effect Al has on atomic transport behavior and its correlation with the alloy properties. Both a slow-down of the microscopic transport and of the macroscopic flow behavior upon alloying with Al, manifested by a decrease of the LTM (Co, Ni) self-diffusion coefficient and an increase of the melt viscosity, were observed. In contrast, the average packing fraction of the melt decreases upon Al addition. Thus, the apparent relation between liquid dynamics and average packing density break down in Zr-LTM-Al melts, which is quite different from many other previously studied MGF liquids [4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . This indicates chemical interactions, found in the corresponding glasses of these alloys in the form of hybrid bonding [16, 17] , also need to be taken into account to describe liquid dynamics. In the levitation experiments, the temperature was measured by using singlecolor pyrometry and calibrated according to the T L s tested in DSC. The uncertainty is estimated to be about ±10 K. Furthermore, the temperature gradient between the surface and the center of the sample is expected to be less than 5 K for the present sample size [20] .
The Co self-diffusion in molten Zr 56 Co 28 Al 16 liquids was investigated by quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS). The experiment was performed on the time-of-flight spectrometer TOFTOF at the research reactor FRM II in Munich [21] . Since Zr-based liquids are chemically highly reactive, they were containerlessly processed using electromagnetic levitation (EML) [22] . Measurements were carried out at temperatures of 1297 K, 1365 K, 1535 K, and 1634 K. An incident neutron wavelength of 7.0Å was chosen, giving an instrumental energy resolution of δE ≈ 70 μeV [full width at half maximum (FWHM)] and an accessible wavenumber range of q = 0.4−1.6Å −1 . The scattering law S(q,ω) was obtained by normalizing the raw scattering data to a vanadium standard and correcting for container scattering, also taking into account self-absorption effects. The intermediate scattering function
S(q,t) was obtained by a Fourier transformation of S(q,ω)
for neutron energy gain. The instrumental energy resolution is removed by a simple division of S(q,t) with the Fourier transformation of the instrumental resolution function [20, 23] . At small momentum transfers q, the neutron scattering is dominated by incoherent scattering contribution, providing access to the self-correlation function. In Zr-Co-Al melts, cobalt exhibits a dominant incoherent neutron scattering cross section of 4.8 barn, compared with only 0.02 barn for Zr and 0.0082 barn for Al, respectively. This allows us to extract the Co self-diffusion coefficients:
[11], where τ q exhibits a characteristic q −2 dependence for Figure 1 shows the temperature-dependent melt viscosity of the ternary Zr 56 Co 28 [19] and that of the multicomponent Zr 46.75 Ti 8.25 Cu 7.5 Ni 10 Be 27.5 alloy (Vit4) [24] . Generally, the melt viscosity decreases with increasing temperature. Replacing Co by Ni results in only a minor change of the melt viscosity for both the binary and ternary alloys. In contrast, the addition of Al obviously leads to an increase of the viscosity by more than a factor of three at the respective liquidus temperatures. This disparity increases with decreasing temperature.
A fit using Eq. (1) can well describe the viscosity of the Zr-(Co, Ni)-Al systems, as shown in Fig. 1 . A small variation in γ without any systematic trend is observed. For T c , where according to MCT liquid dynamics supposedly freezes in, the values obtained for ternary systems are systematically higher compared to those of the binary alloys. The results are listed in Table I .
Interestingly, compared to the Al-containing ternary alloys, the liquid viscosity of one of best MGF systems, Vit4, is Hence, the T c s here are not necessarily comparable to those obtained from other data. However, the ternary alloys exhibit systematically higher T c than the binary alloys. [8, 26] . The Ni self-diffusion coefficients for Vit1 and Vit4 are also included for comparison [11, 24] . possibility to investigate the microscopic atomic dynamics and how individual constituents in the melt contribute to the sluggish liquid dynamics. Figure 2 [26] , and Vit1&4 [11, 24] are plotted for comparison. In Zr 56 Co 28 Al 16 an Arrheniustype behavior D Co = D 0 exp (−E A /k B T ) is observed in the investigated temperature range with an activation energy E A = 0.70 ± 0.02 eV. The Co self-diffusion coefficients in Zr 56 Co 28 Al 16 are quite close to the Ni self-diffusion coefficients in the corresponding Zr 60 Ni 25 Al 15 melt. However, both are about a factor of two lower than those in the corresponding binary or other multicomponent Zr-based systems at the same temperature. Thus, similar to the observation of the melt viscosity, the addition of Al also slows down the diffusion of LTM atoms in Zr-(Co,Ni)-Al systems compared with the corresponding binary melts, whereas substituting Co by Ni results only in a comparatively minor change of the diffusion coefficient.
Whereas for Zr 56 Co 28 Al 16 at small q values the incoherent scattering contribution of LTM-atoms dominates the total scattering intensity, for q > 1Å −1 coherent scattering contributions become increasingly important. The total coherent scattering contribution is a weighted sum of the constituent pair correlation functions. In Zr 56 Co 28 Al 16 the Zr-Zr pair correlation contributes more than 70% to the total coherent scattering intensity followed by Zr-Co and Zr-Al of about 13% and 10%, respectively. Thus, the q-dependent intermediate scattering function S(q,t) allows for a direct comparison between the Co self dynamics and the collective Zr-Zr, Zr-Co, and Zr-Al dynamics. These collective relaxation processes are also considered to underlie the viscous behavior of the melt on the macroscopic scale [27] . scales, and the different incoherent and coherent contributions to S(q,t) at different q, the rescaled intermediate scattering functions fall onto a single master curve. Also, a timetemperature superposition can be obtained for both small and large momentum transfers, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . No change of the line shape of the measured intermediate scattering function is observed in the accessible q and temperature range. In both cases the master curve can be described by a simple exponential decay. No stretching behavior can be resolved at these relatively high temperatures. Thus, we conclude that the separation of relaxation timescales between these different correlation functions is small over the entire experimental q and temperature window. Apparently, the addition of 16 at% Al slows down the atomic dynamics of all components. According to the prediction of MCT, the packing fraction is an important control parameter for the atomic dynamics in dense liquids. Hereby, we further derived the effective HS packing fraction ϕ from the measured liquid density by
where 1 6 π d 3 is the mean HS volume according to the covalent atomic radii [28] . n is the number density of atoms per unit volume, calculated from the density of a liquid as n = ρN A /M, where N A is the Avogadro constant and M is the average molar mass of the alloy. The inset in Fig. 1 shows the resulting ϕ. The density data of Zr 64 Ni 36 was taken from Ref [19] . It can be seen that ϕ decreases upon alloying of Al to the binary Zr-LTM systems, and an addition of 16 at% of Al leads to a reduction of the liquid packing fraction by about 1.5%. This is not expected from observations on other melt from the MCT prediction, where a slower liquid dynamics is usually associated with a higher packing fraction [5] .
Previous electronic structure studies on Zr-(Cu,Co,Ni)-Al MG give convincing experimental evidence for the sp-d hybridization between Al and transition metal, where the formation of strong chemical bonding is expected [16, 29, 30] . The observation of Co L 23 edges, and the prepeaks near Al L 23 and K edges in the electron-energy-loss spectroscopy [17] of Zr 56 Co 28 [30] , which is again the signature of sp-d hybridization. Such pseudogap on the d state was further confirmed by the evolution of 27 Al isotropic shifts in NMR study [16, 17] of Zr-LTM (Cu, Ni, or Co)-Al ternary glass system. Thus, for these MGs, Al tends to form bonding of a more covalent nature with TMs.
Recent diffraction and MD simulation studies on Zr-Cu-Al glasses show a strong bonding between Al with the Cu atoms. A shorter interatomic distance between the Cu and Al atoms has been observed [15] . This has also been found in other alloy systems, where a strong chemical interaction is expected to reduce the effective interatomic distance compared with a simple weighted sum of the atomic radii [15, 31, 32] . It should be noted that, if this also holds for Zr-(Co,Ni)-Al, taking a smaller atomic radius (from the interatomic distance) would result in an even lower packing fraction, although obviously locally the atoms are more densely packed. On the other hand, in the simulation by Cheng et al. [15] , the degree of connectivity of short-range ordered clusters increases upon Al addition. Both a strong bonding and the increasing connectivity of clusters leads to a slowing down of the atomic dynamics. Thus, the average HS packing fraction is not a suitable parameter for predicting the liquid dynamics in those systems. This is consistent with our experimental observations. We propose that chemical interactions between Al and LTM atoms, similar to the form of a hybridization bonding involving in corresponding glasses [17] , remain even in the equilibrium liquid and impede atomic motion. We note that MCT is able to capture such chemical features, provided that the partial structure factors are available [14] . However, experimental assessment of partial structure factors of ternary alloys is difficult. In this case computer simulations can be very helpful to further understand the mechanism [33] .
It is also interesting to note that comparing the liquid viscosity of a number of other Zr-based MGF liquids, it seems that Al containing melt [Zr-(Co,Ni)-Al, Vit105, Vit106, Vit106a] exhibit generally higher viscosity than the non-Al containing melts [Zr-(Co,Ni), Vit101, Vit4] [34] . Furthermore, when the temperature was scaled with the respective liquidus temperature, the studied Zr-(Co, Ni)-Al melts give a tendency: the better glass former with additional Al has the slower dynamics. This shows that, liquid kinetics is also one of important factors that needs to be considered to understand the effect of Al on the GFA [35] . In conclusion, a sluggish transport behavior has been observed in Zr-(Co,Ni)-Al melts. The addition of Al leads to a slowing down of the liquid dynamics of all components. In contrast, the packing fraction derived assuming a HS mixture of the ternary alloys decreases compared to that of the corresponding binary melts. This shows that in these Al-bearing melts, chemical interactions play an important role in determining the liquid dynamics, which come along with an improved GFA. 
